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The next generation of PW lasers are, and will be, a combination of several beamlines, e.g.,
the iCAN project [1]. The overlapping of these spatially separated beamlines is inevitable and
may heavily affect the laser energy coupling [2-4]. Here we demonstrate, with proof-of-principle
experiments at the Vulcan Target Area West (TAW) laser facility at Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL), that by overlapping the two intense laser beams symmetrically at the target
front, the hot-electron beam (HEB) generation at the target front is well enhanced and the ion
acceleration at the rear side of the target is also improved (both in their maximum energy and
collimation). The underlying mechanism is pinpointed with three-dimensional Particle-in-Cell
simulations, which show that magnetic reconnection is induced at the target front (by the
self-generated magnetic fields) when the two beams are close enough to each other, and it plays a
major role in the HEB generation enhancement. Moreover, our simulation also shows further
enhancement of the laser energy coupling when overlapping more beamlines.
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